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OUTDOOR CURLING TOURNAMENT IN STANLEY HAS NATIONAL REACH IN FIFTH YEAR  
 
Boise and Stanley, ID -- The fifth annual Sawtooth Outdoor Bonspiel (“S.O.B.”), to be held in Stanley January 
27-29, promises to be the best three-day celebration of outdoor curling, winter sport and friendship yet. The 16-
team event filled almost immediately this year—with competitors from faraway Michigan, Wisconsin, 
California and Washington, and neighboring Stanley, Hailey, Boise, Moscow, Missoula, Salt Lake City, and 
Park City.   
 
“The spectacular beauty of central Idaho’s Sawtooth range and the friendly town of Stanley have become 
known to curling clubs across the country,” says Boise Curling Club member Paul Shubin. The Boise club 
brings their curling stones and event equipment, and Stanley provides a spectacular outdoor ice venue and the 
hospitality of a remote and hardy mountain town.  The S.O.B. is highlighted on the U.S. Curling Association 
calendar, and has been featured on The Weather Channel and in United States Curling News. 
  
Up to five curling games will be played simultaneously in a series of two-hour “draws” which start at 5:00 pm 
on Friday evening and continue Saturday morning, Saturday evening, and Sunday morning. Each teams plays at 
least three games during the weekend. The championship draw begins at 9:15 on Sunday morning, January 29.  
 
At noon on Saturday, competitors invite spectators onto the ice to learn the basics and try the ancient sport for 
themselves. “It’s a great chance to experience not only the game itself, but also the traditions of friendly, honest 
competition and the camaraderie that set curling apart from many sports,” says S.O.B. committee member Rob 
Smith.  
 
First developed in the 1500s on frozen marshes in Scotland, curling is a sport in which two teams of four 
players each slide 42-pound granite stones down a sheet of ice toward a target at the other end. Each team tries 
to get more of its stones closer to the center of the target than the other team. Because a great deal of strategy 
and teamwork goes into the ideal path and placement for each situation, curling is often known as "chess on 
ice."  
 
Boise Curling Club, a non-profit organization, is dedicated to growing the sport in Idaho. The club presents 
league curling in Boise and the annual event in Stanley, and conducts several “Learn to Curl” events each year.  
 
For more information on the Sawtooth Outdoor Bonspiel, visit www.sobidaho.com. 
 
For more information on Boise Curling Club, visit www.boisecurlingclub.org. 
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 “Morning Draw” at SOB 2016.  Photo:  Rachaelle Grimsrud, Boise Curling Club# 
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